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Attorney At Law 

Robert D. Lantz practices in all areas of real estate and business law, bankruptcy, banking law 
and commercial litigation. His bankruptcy practice is expansive and includes Chapter 11 and 
Chapter 7 debtor representation, creditor representation and trustee representation. Outside of 
bankruptcy, he has significant experience with corporate restructuring and reorganization, 
foreclosures, distressed property reorganization and commercial real estate leases. 
 

Mr. Lantz enjoys working with individuals and businesses to develop tactics and strategies 
that allow them to survive, compete and succeed in the marketplace. His background in both 
the public and private sectors gives him a unique insight to assist his clients with analyzing 
and interpreting trends and economic patterns so they can anticipate challenges and manage        
effective actions for growth and change, economic contraction and new economic and           
technological realities. 
 

Before joining CP2, Mr. Lantz worked with a boutique law firm in downtown Denver          
specializing in all areas of bankruptcy as well as commercial and real estate litigation. Before 
that, he spent 13 years as the Law Clerk to the Honorable Sidney B. Brooks, now retired U.S. 
Bankruptcy Judge for the District of Colorado specializing in all areas of bankruptcy law.     
Prior to working with Judge Brooks, he spent over five years at a law firm in Kansas City, 
Missouri focusing on commercial litigation, banking law, foreclosures and bankruptcy (both 
debtor and creditor representation). Mr. Lantz also litigated matters on behalf of the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation (“FDIC”) and the Resolution Trust Corporation (“RTC”) 
throughout the United States. Mr. Lantz began his career as a staff attorney for the US        
Department of Justice, Office of the US Trustee, in 1991 in Kansas City, MO. His role there 
was to supervise the administration of Chapter 11 cases and provide oversight of  Chapter 7 
trustees. He also prosecuted and litigated matters of bankruptcy abuse and fraud. 
 

Mr. Lantz has been a licensed lawyer in Colorado since 1999 and for the US District Court for 
the District of Colorado since 2013. He holds active licenses for the states of Wyoming, Mis-
souri and Kansas as well as the United States Court of Appeals, Tenth Circuit. He received his 
bachelor’s degree in Transportation and Logistics from Iowa State University in 1988 and 
obtained his law degree in 1991 from Drake University Law School. 
 

Mr. Lantz is very active in the community. He has served as Cubmaster for an Evergreen, 
Colorado Cub Scout Pack and serves as the Chairman of the Board of Directors of Sox Place, 
a youth drop-in shelter. He was the Small Group Ministry Leader for Crossroads Church of 
Denver and continues to be a part of the Colorado Attorney Mentoring Program (CAMP), an 
organization for junior attorneys and law students to help build professionalism and           
excellence to the legal profession. Mr. Lantz harmonizes his professional life and family life 
and  appreciates living in Colorado. He loves spending time with his family and enjoys       
hiking, skiing, photography, and camping. Robert D. Lantz works out of the firm’s Denver,      
Colorado office. 
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Affiliations: 

Harvey Sender and Robert Lantz, The In Pari Delicto Defense in Bankruptcy, 19th Annual 
Rocky Mountain Bankruptcy Conference, American Bankruptcy Institute (Jan. 2014) 

Harvey Sender and Robert Lantz, Parallel Civil and Criminal Proceedings that the 5th 
Amendment Conundrum, 19th Annual Rocky Mountain Bankruptcy Conference, American 
Bankruptcy Institute (Jan. 2014) 

Member of Board of Directors for the Denver Council on Foreign Relations  

Sidney B. Brooks and Robert Lantz, Transnational Insolvency 101: A New Guide to       
Cross-Border Bankruptcy Proceedings, 16 Norton J. of Bankr. L. and Prac. 5 Art. 1 (2007) 
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